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• In the United States, buildings use about 41% of the primary energy and

contributes significantly to electric peak demand

• Thermal energy storage (TES) can reduce buildings’ impact on the grid

• Inclusion of Phase Change Materials (PCM) in the building envelope

is an example of TES

• Accurate PCM models for building energy simulation programs are

important to design and analyze such TES systems

Develop a PCM model for building energy simulation programs that 

accurately simulate PCM behavior and have robust and fast solving 

capabilities  

• Multilayer building envelope PCM model developed in MATLAB.

• Implicit conduction finite difference method

• Model verified with an analytical solution

• NRMSE lower than 0.75 for all analyzed parameters.

Current and future Work

Assumptions of the study:

• Heat transfer occurs in 1-D[1]

• Corner effects, curvature, and surface tension are negligible

• Semi infinite solid is evaluated for model verification [2]

• Thermo-physical properties are same for two phases for model verification 

• Nucleation and super-cooling are not present (at the initial stage)
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Phase Change Material (PCM)s and their thermal properties
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Model Description

• Implemented in MATLAB

• Finite-difference formulation 

- Fully-Implicit method*

- Crack-Nicolson method

• Gauss-Seidel solver

• 1-minute time step
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Objective of the study 

• Store energy as sensible and 

latent heat

• Store/release significantly large

heat content during phase change 

• PCMs might melt in a 

temperature interval 

• Enthalpy curve is typically 

nonlinear

Heat equation: Finite Difference scheme  

Analytical solution for the two phase problem[1][2]    
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Building envelope and numerical model 

No PCM Case

Temperature RMSE

PCM Case

Temperature RMSE

Heat Fluxes

RSME

0.040°C (@  t=10 mins) 0.042°C (@  t=10 mins) 0.607 W/m2

0.085°C (@  t=1000 mins) 0.041°C (@  t=1000 mins)

0.060°C (@  t=2000 mins) 0.039°C (@  t=2000 mins)

Model verification results

Cases [5]: 

1. Distributed PCM in the drywall** 

2.   Concentrated thin PCM layer 

PCM property parameters
∆Tm=1°C  α = 8.2143e-08  FO =1/3[6] ∆x= 0.0018 

∆Tm=1°C α =7.5294e-08   FO =1/3 ∆x = 0.0018

Results for Case 1: Distributed PCM in the drywall

• Explore fast solving numerical 

methods to improve the model

• Experiment applications of PCM 

material in building envelope

• Use the experimental studies to 

validate the above model

• Incorporate complex PCM behaviors 

in to the model based on experimental 

studies
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